
DO NOT touch, wet or apply any products for 5 days, after the procedure, as this can

affect the healed results and disrupt the healing process and pigment retention

Avoid using any facial cleanser or soap on the brows, until all the scabs have fallen off.

Use a facecloth or face wipe to remove make-up and cleanse the face

gently clean brows with a damp cotton pad ONLY

ONLY after 5 days the recommended barrier cream is to be applied 2-3 times a day, for

10 days

maintain moisture on your brows with aftercare ointment, reapplying regularly, when

eyebrows feel dry or the skin feels tight

do NOT wipe off the aftercare ointment, as this can cause the scabs to fall of

prematurely

Avoid sweating profusely for 10 days after your procedure, as the salt in your sweat will

draw the pigment out

Avoid direct sun exposure for 4 weeks after your procedure, direct sunlight can cause

the pigment to change colour, while healing and can cause hyperpigmentation and

scarring.

Avoid direct sun exposure for 4 weeks after your procedure, direct sunlight can cause

the pigment to change colour, while healing and can cause hyperpigmentation and

scarring.

DO NOT wear any makeup or apply any skincare products on your brows, for 2 weeks

Avoid pool, sauna, steam rooms, hot showers and hot baths for 2 weeks

DO NOT rub, pick or scratch the treated area, as this can affect the outcome

NO facials, chemical peels and microdermabrasion for 4 weeks

O eyebrow tinting for 2 weeks

DO apply sunscreen on the brows, once the brows are healed, to prevent the brows

from fading

Avoid using Retin-A, Retinol, any form of exfoliating agent (Glycolic acid, AHA's etc.) or

any lightening products, over the brows

peeling, flacking, fading and loss of pigment can occur during the the next 28 days

and is 100% normal

the following can affect the microblading results: not following the aftercare properly,

sun exposure, exfoliants, iron deficiency, smoking and excercise/perspiration

Microblad ing Aftercare
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